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About This Game

In ION ASSAULT players wield thousands of Ion Particles to blast, fry and disrupt anything on screen as you see fit!
GAMEPLAY WITH A TWIST: By centering its gameplay around its unique fluid and particle physics system, ION ASSAULT

adds a twist to arcade style space shooters!
ANYONE CAN PLAY: Utilizing its dynamic level intensity, ION ASSAULT is both accessible for the beginner as well as

challenging for the skilled gamer. The faster you destroy obstacles, the more enemies the game will throw at you, so play it safe
and clear one obstacle at a time or go crazy and see how many enemies the game can throw at you for a maximum score!

Key features:

Classical Shoot’em up with tactical depth: Ion Particles are limited for each level

Wield thousands of Ion Particles.

Use your space ship to fight against enemies and to destroy asteroids by absorbing and blasting Ion Particles.

Collect valuable power ups to improve your ship, your defense or your fire power.

Blast 30 different enemies using a variety of patterns to attack.

Fight through 4 large sectors, each guarded by a huge boss!
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Over 20 levels, 5 levels in each sector

Conquer the leaderboard by mastering the innovative multiplier-based scoring mechanic.
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Title: Ion Assault
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Coreplay
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2010
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English,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean
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This game is good.
The gameplay is good. The game is hard and long so you have to play a lot. The achievements are hards. The graphic and the
background is good.
But you can get trading cards.. I was a disappointed with this Space Tour showcase and actually thought that maybe some of its
features weren't actually working for me but no, it operates as intended.

Good:
-Good visuals and sound effects
-Has the wow factor when the ship walls dematerialise

Bad:
-Control system is confusing, buttoms on the control panel don't actually have any function, other functions like toggling ship
visibility seems to operate at random.
-NO INFO about planets, moons, satellites at all, not even a label, save the title of the planet on the control panel!!??
-No ability to fly around the chosen planet, you're just parked in orbit in a spaceship\/platform with no movement controls!?
-Help menu says laserpointer triggers 'Events' I've yet to see or hear any event; it wouldn't be hard to add more information to
make this app informative and more fulfilling - its almost there developer

. It is an easy game, the ones you wanna play but not really think about it.

It is hard at the beginning to use the keyboard and as an early access game no instructions or menu is in the game, so it was
useful to read about the game\/description to understand the goal or concept.

Recommended for just chilling (I would played for a few minutes once in a while), looking forward for some improvements as
it could have more potential.. the B-29 is an extremely intrecate but simple cockpit design, its easy to understand the flight
controlls and a fairly easy aircraft to fly. Its not the fastest when compared to the other WWII bombers from FSX but has much
more features and realistic details than them; it even allows you to take the gunner,pilot,co-pilot,engineer,navigaton, or
bombadiers position while flying the plane and even allows you to drop two full payloads from the aircrafts bomb bay. it is a
great aircraft with tons of detail and fairly simple flight controlls.

I would highly recomend it.. Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy is a charming and lighthearted throwback to JRPGs of the past,
substituting swords and sorcery with the wonderful world of kaijus and wrestling. Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy is a definite
recommendation to any fans of the JRPG genre.

With eight distinct party members, tons of sidequests to do, many enemies and bosses to face and countless NPCs to talk to and
plethora of puns, Kaiju Big Battel has a new surprise around every corner. Accompanying the gameplay is an absolutely bopping
soundtrack, pleasant pixel graphics and a whimsical tone that really ties everything together. Talking to every NPC and
inspecting every nook and cranny is rewarded with funny banter and the later areas in the game have some of the funniest
sequences of any game I've played.. Don't let the simplicity fool you, this game packs a punch with its fast paced, action packed,
and "wow" inducing gameplay. All packaged in a familiar, clean game. Is it Pong? Not quite. Mechanics like gravity, tethering,
and goal shields add completely new layers to a game that's easy for anyone to pick up.

Grab a couch and get ready to be a little too invested in this new local multiplayer experience, just like the old days. It's nothing
short of a blast.. Just the kind of game I was looking for. Casual platforming shooter with upgrades.

Wish it was a bit faster paced (faster player movement and projectile movement, and faster weapon cooldown!), and I wish you
could crouch to dodge projectile attacks.

+rebindable controls
+level editor
+upgradable weapons
+unlock new weapons\/"skills" (example: boomerang, rocket, laser, grenades). Really getting some fun out of this game but
would really appreciate an option to remove the whole concede thing and just let me finish the hole (even if it is +12), having
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trouble progressing on some holes which does make it frustrating for a casual player. Graphically it's pretty awesome and it's a
whole lot of fun, but please remove stroke limits for holes.. To be honest, I did not spend too much time in AC these days, being
more dedicated to rF2 and AMS because of the physics. However, when I saw the incoming Porsches, my hours spent in the
Porsche Unleashed installment of the NFS series kicked in, and I simply couldn't resist. So here are my views:

POSITIVE:
+ wide variety of cars with vastly different handling
+ beautiful models with rich details
+ probably the best virtual dashboards ever
+ the unique Porsche feeling (the constant smile on your face)
+ huge boom on online servers (at least on day one) - the feeling of driving around Nordschleife surrounded by
different kinds of Porsches

NEGATIVE:
- serious extent of sleep deprivation
- unwillingness to move out of the flat, generally turning anti-social
- making you realise that this is the closest you'll ever get to the cockpit of a 918 Spyder (or any other P.)

I already had a lot of fun races with the GT4 Cayenne, while comparing the 917 Spyder to the 918 Spyder on the Top
Gear Test Track is a uniquely immersive experience. The old beast bites you in the buttock, while the 918 is soo gentle
and so powerful at the same time. And I don't even have to say that these cars probably came into existence for the sole
reason of entertaining you around Nords.

Verdict: this DLC is so good that you'll fall in love with AC. Again. And again.

Video of the 918 doing a lap around Top Gear Track: https:\/\/youtu.be\/Bh00BHBHf8I. Incredible feel and a real flash
from the past when in comes to the arcady feel. Beautiful graphics and intense PvP! Full score from my part.
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the frog detective rivals the depth and complexity of the ace attorney series
HIGHLY recommended. A unique twist on solitaire that is pitched just right to keep you playing. Highly distracting, in a good
way.. I named my goldfish Doctor Fishy :). Really good game, Had some pratice on my friends account but had to download and
finish it on mine. Havent played a challanging game like this in a long time. Worth the money over and over. Super rewarding
when you finish it.. the game is pretty good, I would recomend it if you like The Way, Lone Suvivor, or Neon Chrome.
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